UCA Automated Waitlist User Guide

1 PURPOSE

There are several different ways by which departments who use Waitlists for their courses did so prior to the availability of the Automated WL feature. Each with its own set of challenges and advantages, but all shared the liability of being a manually maintained process that operates outside of the Banner system.

The goal of the Banner Automated Waitlist (WL) process is to use Banner functionality to create a consistent and manageable process for both the departments and the students.

2 PROCESS OVERVIEW

The Automated WL process uses the regular myUCA Self Service Drop/Add screen to allow students to put themselves on Waitlists for courses in which the managing departments have assigned WL seats as well as move themselves into the class when a seat becomes available. Students and their primary advisors receive e-mail notification when a seat is made available instructing them to go onto myUCA and adjust their status to Web Registered if they still want in the class. The student will have 24 hours from the time of notice in which to make that change. During that period no other student will have access to the seat.

Functionality for pre-requisite checking and other registration restrictions will be active for the WL registration status. Meaning that a student who is not eligible to enroll in a course will not be able to WL for it either. Two exceptions being time and duplicate course conflicts. Those exceptions allow the student to go ahead and enroll in alternate courses while WL’ing for a preferred course. If they are given the opportunity to enroll in the preferred course they will have to drop the conflicting course before registering in the available seat. The automated process takes the responsibility of monitoring restrictions and conflicts for students on the list off of the department and puts the ability to craft a best fit schedule back in the hands of the student.

Departments will have the ability to monitor WL’d students, their notifications, and to re-order the list if a special case warrants it. Some best practices from the manual systems will fit well with the new automated system and are discussed later in this guide.

3 STUDENT VIEWS

Students will encounter the WL process when they attempt to register for a class through Self Service Banner with no open and/or available seats that has a WL associated with it. For purposes of WL’ing Open will be used to indicate a section has a seat available but that seat is possibly reserved for a WL’d
student. Available will mean a seat is open and not being held for a WL'd student. So Available is Open but Open is not necessarily available.

Based on the specific circumstances of the class the student will receive one of the following messages when attempting to Web Register for a WL class:

- Course Closed, waitlist is full at this time.
- Open seats reserved for waitlisted students. Waitlist is full at this time.
- Course Closed. To get on the waitlist select Waitlisted from the drop down and submit changes. If a seat opens you will have a limited time to register so check your UCA e-mail daily.
- Open seats reserved for waitlist. To get on the waitlist select Waitlisted from the drop down and submit changes. If a seat opens you will have a limited time to register so check UCA e-mail daily.

Once on the WL, when a seat becomes available for that student they receive a message formatted as follows:

<FIRST_NAME> <LAST_NAME>,

A seat has become available in section <CRN_KEY> of <SUBJ_DESC> <COURSE_NUMBER> <COURSE_TITLE> which you are currently on the waitlist for.

You will have until <DEADLINE_END_TIME> to log into myUCA and adjust your status in the course from Waitlisted to Web Registered.

Any conflicting or duplicate courses will need to be dropped before you will be able to switch from Waitlisted to Web Registered.

If you do not submit that change before the deadline your seat will go to the next person on the waitlist.

If you have any questions on this notice please contact either the Office of the Registrar or the department of <SUBJ_DESC>.

Thank you for choosing UCA and best of luck with your upcoming courses.

All e-mails are sent to the student's myUCA cub account, which is why when they get the WL registration messages listed above telling them WL is available it states that they should check their UCA E-mail daily. If they fail to adjust their schedule by the deadline the system removes their WL registration for the course and the next student on the list receives a notice with a new deadline.

The WL registration status will be removed from the self-service web menu two weeks before the first day of class, or the first day back from break in the case of Fall-Spring roll over, preventing additional students from adding to the list during that time. The students on the WL at that point will remain on the WL until they are processed through the system or they remove themselves from the list. The early cutoff is intended to keep the lists from overfilling at a time when it is unlikely students will be able to get in the class, while at the same time allowing some room for last minute admits and registrants to build a workable schedule.
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4 Department Waitlist Management

4.1 Initial Setup

In order for a department to establish a WL for a section they will only need to assign available seats to the WL column in SSASECT under the Section Enrollment Information tab. The rest of the set up for the WL process (Notification content, WL restrictions, notification timelines, priorities, etc.) will be done in the Office of the Registrar. Any changes to these base items will be communicated to the campus. It will be at the discretion of the managing department to determine what an appropriate number of WL seats is for their courses.
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**Figure 1**: SSASECT with WL seats assigned.

4.2 Priority Management

Departments will be able to monitor the waitlist using the Waitlist Priority Management screen (SFAWLPR). This will show students status, priority number (the lower the number the higher the priority) and the date/time they registered. Students on a WL will also appear on the SFASLST roster.

In order to move a student to the top of the waitlist you will need to assign them a priority number lower than the top person on the list. If the first position is still priority 1 then adjust all priorities to a greater number, without duplicates, and set the priority student to 1. This is illustrated in the following figures.
Figure 2: SFAWLPR showing students currently on the WL for a given section.

Figure 3: Adjusting the last student’s priority number ahead of the other students on the list will move them to the top position. In this case we have decreased the # for the higher students before assigning the ‘1’ priority to the last student.

Figure 4: Saving changes and refreshing the form will re-order the students based on the adjusted priorities. Now the adjusted student is at the top of the list.
4.3 Notification Tracking

Once a student receives a notification they are removed from the SFAWLPR list and placed on the Waitlist Notification Query (SFIWLNT) listing. This listing shows when the notice was sent and when their period will expire. It also gives you history on who has registered off of the WL and who was dropped.

You may also need to use the Waitlist Notification Error Query screen (SFIWLNE) to audit claims and requests from students. If they say they never got the notice the combination of the SFIWLNE and the SFIWLNT screens should tell you if that is accurate. In the pilot program we had errors occur as a result of the e-mail change to Google apps, but that issue has been resolved. No other errors were detected.
4.4 Necessary Screens Summary

Departments will use the following screens in the new WL process:
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- SSASECT: Create waitlists by section using the Enrollment Details Tab
- SFIWLNT: Monitor notifications to students by section
- SFIWLNE: Review notifications that report errors
- SFAWLPR: Monitor and edit the waitlist by section
- SFASRPO: Establish pre and co requisite overrides by student and class (This is explained further in section 5.3)

### 4.5 Additional Resources

An ARGOS report has also been created to show students with WL activity, their final status and their contact information by term, part of term and subject matter. The report is "Waitlist Tracking" and it is located in the Class Information sub folder of the main Student folder in ARGOS.

![ARGOS WL Tracking report](image)

**Figure 8:** ARGOS WL Tracking report will give the students status based on SUBJ and TERM who have processed through or are currently on the WL.
5 OTHER PROCESSES AFFECTED BY AUTOMATIC WAITLISTING

5.1 SEATING ADJUSTMENTS
WL'ing will require special attention when managing seating in affected sections. Anytime the remaining number of seats increases above zero another student in the WL will receive a notification. Like all registration restrictions WL'd sections can be overridden on the SFAREGS screen in Internet Native Banner. If a department sees an open seat (that is not available) and overrides the warning the WL student who got the e-mail will not be able to get that seat anymore. To avoid denying a notified student their seat or sending a notice when we shouldn't departments must be careful not to adjust the seating in a way that triggers a notice unless they intend for it to go to the first person on the list. Likewise no one should be overriding the WL registration error message besides the managing department. If that department chooses to do so here are some examples of how to manage those adjustments while minimizing risk of confusion and false notices.

5.1.1 Example 1:
In this case there are students on the WL but no seats available. So no notice should have been sent. If the department wishes to put someone in the class ahead of the WL'd students it is imperative that the Remaining regular seats not go above 0 to avoid a false notice being sent.

To do this enroll the student first, overriding the closed course registration error, in SFAREGS.
This will result in a remaining count of a -1.

Now the department can adjust the total seating to account for the added student bringing the remaining seats back to zero and successfully avoiding a false notice to a student.

5.1.2 Example 2:
In this instance a notice(s) should have already been sent to WL'd student(s) for the available seat. To add a student ahead of the WL'd students without sending a false notice to the next student on the WL the overrides must be managed so that the Remaining seats do not exceed the # reported when the adjustments were begun. In our example ‘1’.
To start you would register the student into the course on SFAREGS, overriding the Registration Restriction. Leaving a Remaining seat count of zero.

Now you would increase the available seats in the section by one making a chair available for the notified student only.
While the remaining seats are set to zero the notified student will not be able to add themselves to the course so be sure that the seat is added back to the section as quickly as possible. It is advised that you check the notification deadline for the pending notice before making these sorts of adjustments to be sure no notices will be expiring while you make the changes.

5.2 **Student Holds**

Certain holds that may come up during the course of a term will prevent students from adjusting their schedules. Leading up to the beginning of the term it will be critical for students on the WL to monitor their holds. If they receive a UCAPD hold, for example, at the end of the week for a parking ticket and get a notice on Saturday that their seat is available then they have just lost their chance to register as well as their place on the WL if they cannot get the hold resolved before the deadline is up on Sunday. It is the student’s responsibility to monitor their holds and access, but it is important for departments to understand how this affects the process as well.

5.3 **Pre-requisites**

Pre and Co requisites errors will prevent both Waitlisting and Web Registering through myUCA self-service. If a student has been approved to enroll in a class but does not meet the prerequisites in Banner SFASRPO can be used to establish a standing exception for the student during the term. It can be used for either a specific CRN or for a SUBJ and Course # combination. Once an exception is established on SFASRPO it will allow the student to freely adjust their schedule for the designated CRN or Course without having to be overridden by the department manually.
5.4 FYS COURSES/RESERVED SEATING

FYS designated courses are utilizing the Reserved Seating function beginning in Fall of 2015. The use of this function has yet to be fully tested with the WL feature, so FYS courses in the Fall and other courses using the reserved seating function should NOT be assigned WL seats. We will continue to test these two features together as time goes on. If it becomes possible or advantageous to combine the two in the future adjusted instructions will be distributed.

6 BEST PRACTICES FOR DEPARTMENTS

These are some practices and procedures that, if executed by the department, can help to ensure the effectiveness of the WL for their areas and their students.

6.1 DEPARTMENT FOLLOW UP

It is advised that departments use the ARGOS contact listing (referenced in section 4.5 Additional Resources of this document) to send notifications to their students as the first day of class approaches to confirm that they are still needing the course. This will help departments use the numbers provided by the WL process to know whether a new section could be filled as well as help students further down the list get a chance over students who no longer need the course but have failed to remove themselves from the WL.
6.2 **Limited Scope**
In the case of freshman and sophomore level courses (1000 and 2000 level courses), it is recommended that no more than 30% of sections of a given course participate in the automated Waitlisting. This standard was developed at the recommendation of the Advising Center and other parties in an effort to allow for competitive scheduling for incoming freshman and transfer students. It was further requested that the courses without Waitlists not be grouped in a single part of the day.

6.3 **Notation of Exceptions and Adjustments**
Departments should document exceptions in SPACMNT. If a student is placed at a higher priority position on the list for an administrative reason it is important to document that exception. If there are questions or concerns raised later by other listed students and the person(s) who made the decision is not available these notes can help to manage the concerns of the other students on the list.

6.4 **In the Event of University Error**
In instances of University error, such as registration or hold errors made by departments or administrators beyond the control of the student, managing departments are encouraged to work with the student within the parameters of the new process. Student trust in this process is critical to its success and accommodating for University errors will go a long way to earning that trust.